Using methods of effective field theory, we show that after resummation of Sudakov logarithms the spectral densities of interacting quark and gluon fields in ordinary quantum field theories such as QCD are virtually indistinguishable from those of "unparticles" of a hypothetical conformal sector coupled to the Standard Model, recently studied by Georgi. Unparticles are therefore less exotic that originally thought. Models in which a hidden sector weakly coupled to the Standard Model contains a QCD-like theory, which confines at some scale much below the characteristic energy of a given process, can give rise to signatures closely resembling those from unparticles.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent work [1] , Georgi has introduced the notion of "unparticles" into elementary-particle physics and speculated that they might lead to spectacular signals at future colliders such as the LHC. He envisions a scheme in which at very high energy Standard Model fields can interact with the fields of some hidden sector via the exchange of heavy messenger particles with masses M U . At lower energies the interactions between the two sectors are described by nonrenormalizable operators suppressed by powers of M U . He then assumes that the hiddensector theory has a non-trivial infrared fixed point, so that scale invariance emerges at some scale Λ U . In the effective theory below this scale the hidden-sector operators O UV match onto "unparticle operators" O U of an effective theory with conformal symmetry. The couplings of these operators to Standard Model operators have the generic form
where d UV is the scaling dimension of the original operator in the hidden sector, d U is the scaling dimension of the unparticle operator O U , and C U is a dimensionless Wilson coefficient. At low energies the unparticle operators with the lowest dimension will give rise to the leading effects. In a strongly interacting conformal theory, there is no reason why this dimension should be an integer. In order to calculate the probability distribution for processes in which unparticles are produced one needs the density of unparticle states, which can be defined via the Fourier transform of the two-point function 0| O U (x) O † U (0) |0 . The dependence of this correlator on x 2 , and hence the dependence of the spectral density on p 2 , is fixed by conformal invariance. The spectral density associated with an unparticle operator of scaling dimenson d U is [1] 
where for brevity we omit θ-functions ensuring that p 0 ≥ 0 and p 2 ≥ 0. The conformal dimension of the operator O U is assumed to satisfy 1 < d U < 2, so that 0 < η < 1. The choice of the normalization constant N η is a matter of convenience and is irrelevant to our discussion. Note, however, that N η has scaling dimension −2η, ensuring that the spectral density has scaling dimension −2. We will furthermore assume that N 0 = 1.
In the limit η → 0 (i.e., d U → 1) the spectral density reduces to that of a free particle, ρ(p 2 ) = δ(p 2 ). The parameter η characterizes the extent to which unparticles differ from free particles. In [1] , it was argued that the spectral density (2) provides a generalization of nparticle phase space to the case where n = d U is not an integer. The author went on to state that the discovery of "unparticle stuff" with such nontrivial scaling behavior would be "a much more striking discovery than the more talked about possibilities of SUSY or extra dimensions". Subsequently, phenomenological implications of the peculiar form (2) of the unparticle spectral density have been explored in a large number of publications [2] - [42] . A weakness of this branch of phenomenology is that to date no explicit model has been constructed that would exhibit unparticle behavior. It is therefore unknown in which way unparticles couple to ordinary particles and if they carry Standard Model gauge interactions.
However, if unparticles couple to the Standard Model and hence may give rise to observable effects, then the conformal symmetry in the unparticle sector is broken by Standard Model loops. Unavoidably this will lead to a modification of the spectral density (2) . The precise form of the resulting scaling violations cannot be predicted without a concrete realization of the unparticle scenario. A particularly dangerous source of conformalsymmetry breaking arises if scalar unparticles couple to the Standard Model Higgs field, as for d U < 2 this leads to a relevant operator in the low-energy theory [13] (see also [43] [44] [45] ). The presence of such an operator would lead to severe constraints, which most likely would render unparticle effects invisible at present energies [24] , since it would imply a breaking of conformal invariance at the electroweak scale. A simple model of a less severe kind of conformal symmetry breaking is obtained by introducing a mass gap [13] ,
where now p 2 ≥ m 2 and p 0 ≥ 0. For η → 0 this reduces to the spectral density of a free massive particle,
Note that while the form of (2) is determined by the requirement of conformal invariance in the unparticle sector, relation (3) is but a simple model for the spectral density in a more complicated theory in which conformal invariance is broken. In general, it follows that a scenario such as the one envisioned in [1] can only be realized in a "conformal window" below the scale Λ U and above a scale Λ CSB characterizing conformal symmetry breaking. Only for energies inside this window and much above Λ CSB the scaling behavior (2) of the unparticle spectral density can manifest itself in a characteristic scaling of cross sections or decay rates. Unfortunately, this important role of conformal symmetry breaking has been largely ignored in the literature on unparticles. In the examples above, we expect Λ CSB ∼ Λ EWSB if conformal symmetry is broken by the presence of a relevant coupling of unparticles to the Higgs sector, and Λ CSB ∼ m is it is broken by a mass gap. Even inside the conformal window, the scaling behavior resulting from the spectral density (2) will receive corrections from Standard Model loop effects.
Following the work [1] , several authors have tried to demystify the notion of unparticles by relating them to systems of ordinary particles. Interpolating the continuous unparticle spectral density (2) by an infinite sum over densly spaced δ-functions, an unparticle can be represented by an infinite tower of massive particles with mass-dependent decay constants [12] ,
This "deconstruction" of the unparticle can, of course, be performed for any function ρ(p 2 ) irrespective of whether it exhibits the particular form (2) dictated by conformal symmetry. If the spacing of the massive particles is chosen to be equidistant, then it is tempting to interpret them as the Kaluza-Klein tower of a fundamental field propagating in an extra dimension. For instance, the Kaluza-Klein tower of a massless scalar field propagating in a flat extra dimension provides a discretization of the unparticle spectral density with η = 1/2 (i.e., d U = 3/2) [26] . In the case of warped extra dimensions, the conformal dimension d U is linked to the mass of a bulk scalar field, so that a whole class of unparticle models can be viewed as holographic duals of Randall-Sundrum models [12] .
In a similar spirit, unparticles can be obtained from a special limit of higher-dimensional models, in which the Standard Model is extended by singlet fields living in extra dimensions [34] . As a consequence, Standard Model fields that normally contain single-particle peaks satisfy more general spectral representations. Unparticles can also be interpreted as a particular case of fields with continuously distributed mass [32] .
II. SUDAKOV RESUMMATION FOR JETS
We demonstrate in this Letter that the spectral densities (2) and (3) are not as unusual as claimed in [1] . It is well known that the full propagators of interacting particles in quantum field theory obey a Källén-Lehmann spectral representation, in which the spectral density differs from the simple-pole form valid for a free particle [46] . This phenomenon has been well studied in perturbation theory. For instance, the Borel resummation of fermion-loop insertions on gauge-boson propagators in QED and QCD has been used to explore the asymptotic behavior of the perturbation series in gauge theories [47] . The Borel-resummed gauge-boson propagator has a spectral density ρ(p 2 ) ∝ (p 2 ) −1−u , where u is the Borel parameter conjugate to β 0 α s /4π. The structure of the perturbative expansion is determined by the region near the origin in the Borel plane, so that the modification of the free propagator is a small effect.
Significant modifications of the free propagator arise in (rather generic) situations in which several widely separated scales are present. In order to account for multiple emissions of soft and collinear radiation, the propagation of interacting quark and gluon fields in a theory such as QCD is described by jet functions (see, e.g., [48, 49] ). Considering the case of a massless quark for example, we define the full propagator by [50] 
This quantity is gauge dependent, and we define it using the light-cone gauge n · A = 0. A gauge-invariant definition could be obtained by multiplying the quark fields with Wilson lines. The dots in (5) represent terms proportional to / n, which we will ignore. We then define the spectral density as the discontinuity of the full propagator,
In the literature on perturbative QCD and soft-collinear effective theory this function is often called the jet function and denoted by J(p 2 , µ), but we will continue to
It is the analog of the spectral density (2) for the case of ordinary interacting particles.
At lowest order in perturbation theory the spectral density is ρ(p 2 ) = δ(p 2 ), corresponding to a free, massless particle. In higher orders logarithmic corrections appear. At first order in α s one encounters terms of the form ln n (p 2 /µ 2 )/p 2 with n = 0, 1, 2 [51] [52] [53] . Similarly, at order α n s there appear up to 2n powers of logarithms. These Sudakov double logarithms arise due to the combined effects of soft and collinear gluon emissions.
In physical processes involving jets there typically exist several widely separated energy scales. In particular, the invariant mass squared of a partonic jet can vary between some hadronic scale µ x , where Q 2 is the hard momentum transfer and x the Bjorken scaling variable. In such a case physical cross section are sensitive to large Sudakov logarithms, which must be resummed to all orders in perturbation theory. This is done by factorizing the cross section into different subprocesses and resumming the large logarithms by solving evolution equations (see e.g. [48, 49, 51, 54, 55] ). In this case jet functions such as J (p 2 , µ) and ρ(p 2 , µ) must be evolved from a high scale of order M down to much lower scales. As we will now discuss, this can have a profound impact on their momentum dependence.
The spectral density ρ(p 2 , µ) defined in (6) obeys the renormalization-group evolution equation [50] dρ(p 2 , µ)
The quantities Γ cusp and γ J are anomalous dimensions, which depend on the renormalization scale only through the running coupling α s (µ). Their perturbative expansions are known to three-loop order. In particular, Γ cusp is the cusp anomalous dimension of Wilson loops with light-like segments [56] , which plays a central role in the physics of soft-gluon interactions (see e.g. [57] ). We stress that the form of the evolution kernel in (7) is exact; its simplicity is a consequence of dimensonal analysis combined with some magic properties of Wilson lines.
The exact solution to the evolution equation was obtained in [54] . It can be written in the form
where ∂ η denotes a derivative with respect to the quantity η, which is then identified with 
Comparison of the unparticle spectral density (2) (dashed) and the spectral density (8) of a massless quark jet at next-to-leading order in QCD (solid). We use parameters M = 10 GeV and η = 0.5. The right plot shows the results on logarithmic scales.
The normalization factor N has scaling dimension −2η and is given by
This quantity is momentum-independent and will thus be irrelevant to our discussion. The function j(x, M ) has a perturbative expansion free of large logarithms. At one-loop order [58] 
while the two-loop expression can be found in [50] . When the tree-level approximation j = 1 is used in (8), the result exactly coincides with the unparticle spectral density (2) . The terms of order α s (M ) in j lead to logarithmic modifications of the simple power form. In the "unparticle language" they would indicate a small breaking of conformal invariance, which as we discussed is unavoidable if the unparticle sector is coupled to the Standard Model. Therefore, our result (8) shares all features of a realistic model for the spectral function of the unparticles of a conformal sector coupled to the Standard Model. In Figure 1 we compare the results (2) and (8) for a particular set of input parameters.
In our "interacting particle model" for unparticle states the exponent η = d U − 1 is expressed as an integral over the cusp anomalous dimension, see (9) . In a theory such as QCD the numerical value of η can be O(1) provided the scales µ 0 and M are widely separated. This is because the perturbative smallness of the cusp anomalous dimension is overcome by the logarithmic integration over scales. In leading logarithmic approximation one finds
with Γ 0 = 4C F and β 0 = Why should any of the above be relevant to unparticle physics? Consider a scenario in which the Standard Model is coupled via heavy messenger exchange (with mass ∼ M X ) to a hidden sector with a new non-abelian gauge theory we shall call QCD', which is asymptotically free at high energy but confining below some scale Λ QCD ′ . Then at energies below the messenger scale the effective interactions of Standard Model fields with the fields of the hidden sector will have the generic form (1) with Λ U and M U replaced by M X . In scattering or decay processes involving Standard Model fields the new massless (or light) degrees of freedom in the hidden sector can be radiated off. The energy of these new particles can range from a scale of order the characteristic energy of the process down to the confinement scale Λ QCD ′ . The jet functions in the hidden sector must then be evolved over a large energy window, and hence the resulting value of η can be O(1). Note that the situation closely resembles that for the unparticle scenario discussed below Eq. (3) in that scaling arises over a window whose upper value is determined by the energy release of the process, while its lower value is set by a dynamical scale: Λ CSB in the unparticle case and Λ QCD ′ in the QCD-inspired case. The fact that in the QCD-inspired model the scaling exponent η itself depends on the characteristic energy of the process -via the upper integration limit in (9) -implies that the scaling behavior will be process dependent. In principle this feature could be used to distinguish the two scenarios. However, given that we do not know at present how different kinds of unparticles would couple to different kinds of Standard Model fields, the same may be true in the unparticle scenario.
The discussion of this section may be generalized to the case of massive QCD jets. If the quark field ψ in (5) has mass m, then relations (5)-(7) remain valid, but the solution (8) must be modified. In this case it is no longer possible to write the solution in closed form, however a perturbative expansion of the resummed spectral function can still be obtained [59, 60] . At one-loop order one finds
The exact expression for the next-to-leading order correction (the g term) is complicated and can be found in [60] . Up to small perturbative corrections this coincides with the model density (3). Our discussion so far focused on the simplest example of a quark jet, which provides a model for a fermionic unparticle. However, the resulting spectral density (8) has the same form as that for a scalar unparticle. Likewise, the obvious generalization to a gluon jet would provide a model for the spectral density of a vector unparticle.
III. CONCLUSIONS
The proposal of unparticle degrees of freedom as effective low-energy fields describing the interactions of Standard Model particles with a hypothetical, yet unexplored conformal sector [1] has opened a playground for theoretical speculations about possible signatures in present and future experiments [2] - [42] . It has been argued that the characteristic dependence of the unparticle spectral density on momentum, as reflected by the fractional-power behavior in (2), could serve as a "smoking gun" signature of conformal invariance in the hidden sector.
In this Letter we have shown that the resummation of Sudakov logarithms for the propagators of fermions and gauge bosons in interacting theories such as QCD produces spectral densities for massless and massive particles that are virtually indistinguishable from those of unparticles. The differences are of the form of small logarithmic corrections at higher orders in perturbation theory. They mimic conformal symmetry-breaking terms, which are unavoidable in all models where the unparticle sector is coupled to the Standard Model, so that it can have observable effects.
It follows from our discussion that the degrees of freddom which Georgi has called "unparticle stuff" do, indeed, very much behave like ordinary interacting particles. This does not mean that unparticle physics is uninteresting, as behavior such as (2) may indeed arise from a conformal (or nearly conformal) sector weakly coupled to the Standard Model. However, our analysis shows that unparticle signatures are less striking than originally advocated. Very similar effects can arise in models where the hidden-sector theory resembles a theory such as QCD.
